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THE BAND
AlphaOmega is a female-fronted metal band from Berlin, Germany. In late 2016
guitarist Chriss and singer/shouter Lea Moonchild released their first EP under
the name AlphaOmega. The duo soon found talented and experienced musicians to complete the line-up and bring the project on stage. Their unique blend of
melodic – even catchy – choruses and heavy breakdowns is very well received by
fans of heavier and softer genres alike and led them to play various festivals and
club shows in Germany, including a headline show at Rocktreff festival 2018 for
1800 people, as well as a slot at Rock im Grünen 2019 and support shows for For I
am King and From Sorrow to Serenity.
GAIA
With ‚GAIA‘, the band is about to release their first full length album. Constantly
developing their sound and improving their songwriting for the last three years,
the five musicians finally fulfilled their dream of recording a professional record
they couldn‘t be more proud of. The eleven songs target a broad spectrum of topics ranging from very honest and open personal experiences to serious political
and environmental issues, always leaving enough room for own interpretations.
The vocal-recording, as well as mixing and mastering was done by Sebastian
Braunreuther and Hannes Kelch at Mixberlin Musicproduction. AlphaOmega is
currently searching for the right partners to release their album with.
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„Do you remember when the world held it‘s breath
and we swore we would never forget.
We‘re all aware if this would happen again
oh how would we regret.“
SOCIAL MEDIA
FACEBOOK

https://www.facebook.com/AlphaOmegaBerlin

INSTAGRAM

https://www.instagram.com/alphaomegaberlin

EP ‚ALPHAOMEGA‘			
		
SPOTIFY

https://open.spotify.com/album/7EQcocUN0T90tXIaGeTdih

BANDCAMP

https://alphaomegaband.bandcamp.com/releases

VIDEO
MUSIKVIDEO ‚DARKEST OCEAN‘

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SvbYbqlPlUc

LIVE ‚MOTHER EARTH‘

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryIsgFB8pzk

CONTACT
alphaomegaband@online.de

DOOMED

II.
ALIEN

III.
MOTHER EARTH

IV.
AGAINST IT ALL

V.
FALSE PROPHET

VI.
ATLANTIS

VII. FRAGILE SOUL

VIII. EMPTY SILHOUETTES

IX.
GUIDING LIGHT

X.
REGRET

XI.
GAIA

All music by AlphaOmega. Guitars by Chriss, bass by Mike Jey, drums by Daniel Malz,
lyrics and vocals by Lea Moonchild, additional guitars and vocals by Dogus Darici. Vocal
recording, mixing and mastering by Sebastian Braunreuter at MixBerlin recording Sudio.
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